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21 Century Science!
The teaching and learning of Science takes a dramatic shift in Missouri
this year as we begin to implement the new Missouri Learning Standards.
NING

One of several new changes that will take place is that, after gaining a core
understanding, students will often be called upon to design a model to
represent the core science concept they learned. Depending on the topic
the models could be a physical representation, a drawing, computerized
model, a mathematical model, etc.
We all are probably familiar with one of the
common models of Earth, a globe that is
perfectly round with a smooth surface. It is
a practical model that has been used for
centuries, and will continue to be useful.
However, the representation of Earth seen
to the right is also a useful model. In fact, it
is a fairly true representation of how the
Earth is really shaped.
In the past, science classes often focused on one way to answer a question,
and thus only one way to model what that answer is.
However, in real life, scientists come up with a variety of models to
explain a phenomena, (an occurrence, trend, experience, etc.), each
explaining a part while also being inadequate to explain other parts. For
example we now know that light is both a wave and plasma – and neither
completely fully explains the properties of light.
Often, the models developed by the students will vary. Which is the nature
of models – they can never completely represent the “real” thing, yet they
can help bring understanding to different parts. One of the learning tasks
that students have is to determine the benefits and shortcomings of their
model. That requires a basic understanding of the core topic as well as
critical thinking. And it is critical thinking that is one of the top marketable
abilities for employees as we continue living in the 21st Century.

Science Tutoring Available
With Mr. Piper
Before School and/or After School
(Also By Appointment)
Mr. Piper and other team members take turns creating a
box of reflecting mirrors at a M.O.D.E.L.S. session.

Mr. Piper Receives
M.O.D.E.L.S. Certification
Over the course of nine, day-long Saturdays spread
throughout the past school year and into the summer,
Mr. Piper attended the inaugural offering of what has
become a nationally renowned professional
development program called M.O.D.E.L.S. (Missouri
Developing Excellence Leaders in Science), offered
by the Science Teachers of Missouri (STOM).
The program, for K-16 Missouri science educators,
featured presentations by some of the foremost science
experts in the nation; many of whom were involved in
developing the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) from which most of the new Missouri
Learning Standards for Science were derived.
With an underlying focus on the 3-dimensions of
modern science teaching, (disciplinary core ideas,
crosscutting concepts, and science and engineering
practices), the course explored ways in which 21st
Century Science will now weave together the content
of a science discipline with the big ideas of science to
be put into practice with students “doing” science and
engineering.
According to the President of the National Science
Teachers Association, M.O.D.E.L.S. is the most
comprehensive professional development program
for NGSS and 21st century science learning in the
country and is lifted up as an example to other states.
Next spring, Mr. Piper will be teaching some of the
sessions of the 2017 offering of M.O.D.E.L.S.

Please share your email
address with us so we can
save paper and postage, yet
keep you up-to-date with
activities in our science
program. Thanks!
Email: RPiper@USR2.com

Mr. Piper Represents Missouri
Science Teachers at the
National Conference on
Science Education
Mr. Rich Piper was the voting delegate at the National
Congress on Science Education (NCSE) held in Denver
from July 23rd thru the 26th.
The NCSE is an
annual meeting in
which representatives
of science education
associations
throughout North
America gather to
discuss issues
relevant to the science education profession and
develop leadership and organizational management
skills to manage more effective organizations.
Mr. Piper represented the state of Missouri and the
Science Teachers of Missouri, one of the largest state
science teacher’s organizations in the country. While
attending the meeting, he had the privilege of
participating in small, daily breakfast and dinner
meetings with several of the national leaders in science
education.

Be RespectfulBe ResponsibleBe Safe

Be One of the

Mr. Piper Attends 5th Annual
STEM Forum & Expo
This year’s national STEM Forum, hosted by NSTA,
was held from July 27th thru the 29th at the Colorado
Convention Center in Denver. The yearly event draws
over 2000 formal and informal educators who are
seeking to learn more about STEM education, outreach
programs, and curriculum.
Mr. Piper reported that he picked up a variety of ideas for
STEM (Science Technology Engineering and
Mathematics) activities at workshops to use both within
his classroom as well as in the science outreach program
SciDiscovery. Equally rewarding, Mr. Piper said, was to
see that there were many activities being presented that
we have been doing for years at Union Star.
The Science Teachers of Missouri sent Mr. Piper, as
well as the Retiring President of STOM, to the STEM
Forum and Expo. Mr. Piper is a member of the STOM
Board of Directors and also sits on the Executive
Committee of the Board.
At the October 7th and 8th STOM Conference in
Columbia, Mr. Piper will be leading a workshop for
teachers to learn about some of the many ways to
incorporate STEM. The workshop, entitled STEMing
with STOM will be very hands-on to enhance the
experience for the teachers attending.

S.T.A.R.R.S.
Students That Are Respectful,
Responsible, & Safe
Positive Behavior Support (PBS) is beginning at Union
Star K-12 and bringing with it a focus promoting being
Respectful, Responsible, and Safe.
Union Star staff identified specific positive behaviors
for which there was a consensus view that they
represented essential positive behaviors for various
locations and activities in the school.
For example, Positive Behavior Expectations for every
classroom, in every grade, are the following:

Be Respectful:






Keep on task
Listen carefully while others are speaking
Allow others to listen and learn
Raise your hand to be acknowledged
Be tolerant

Be Responsible:



Return items to proper place
Be prompt

Be Safe:



Follow classroom rules and procedures
Use all classroom items properly

Also at the STOM Conference, Mr. Piper will be
presenting a workshop on lessons and activities for the
Total Solar Eclipse that will make a path through
Missouri on August 21, 2017.

Teachers may add expectations that are suitable to their
respective classroom. But, the above positive behaviors
are expected of all students, in all classrooms, at all times.

Later this fall, Mr. Piper and his science students will be
putting on a STEM-Fest for preschool and elementary
students, parents, and others in our community.

There are additional expectations for All Settings,
Hallways, Cafeteria, Restrooms, Recreation Areas,
School Events and on the Bus.

SciClass Mom
SciClass Room
Mom Wanted!
A Science Mom(s) to assist our science program, in the
spirit of a Class Mom, is desired.
A Science Mom will help with special activities,
fundraising, requesting donations, and in other ways.
Our Science Program
Extends from the regular classroom out to our
Elementary students with engaging science on
school days and with special evening events
such as AstroFest and STEM-Fest
Provides trips, such as to Chicago, for science
exploration and learning
Reaches over 700 children yearly with handson science experiences through regional
science outreach events
Volunteer(s) to help science would help with:
Items for Science Activities:
Help secure donations of various usable items
such as plastic cups, bowls, clear plastic food
cartons, and other items from Culvers, KFC, HyVee, etc. with a personal request.
Request prize and raffle/action items for the
Community Carnival as well as for other events
that raise funds for the annual SciDiscovery
Science Exploration Trips and other activities.
Science FUNdraisers:
Help with FUNdraisers to support in-class and
outreach science activities. Help create activities,
cook food, post signs, run games, etc.

(Science Club)
There will again be a variety of SciDiscovery
activities this year, including but not limited to
activities such as the following:
 Spooktacular Science (pre-Halloween) for the
Elementary students.
 STEM-Fest, an evening for children of all ages
and their parents with hands-on STEM activities
including maker-space where kids tinker and
learn. (Coming soon this Fall.)
 Science Classroom activities for which the
Elementary students are invited (such as Wind
Tubes, Hovercraft, Pumpkin Plummet, Models of
the Solar System, Soap Bubbled-Up, & more).
 Super Science Saturday (at MWSU on Saturday,
January 28th, 2017).
 Science “Guest Stars” at Lindbergh Elementary
Science Expo in February.
 GeoFest, an evening of geology and geography
hands-on activities for children of all ages and
their parents. (To be held this Spring.)
 After school science activities including backyard
science at Mr. & Mrs. Piper’s house.
The science student volunteers perform a valuable
science outreach to pre-school and elementary
children through the Students Teaching Children
Science activities where our secondary school
science students (8th – 12th) actually demonstrate and
guild in the making of projects through which they
teach basic science concepts.
The Union Star
Parent Teacher
Organization (PTO)
meets the 2nd
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Library of every month school is in session.
All parents, community members, staff, and students
are invited to join and participate in helping to
develop the best possible learning environment for
our children. It is a great organization that does
many things to help support our students and school.

NHS
The Union Star Chapter of
the National Honor Society
will again be sponsoring
two blood drives for the
Community Blood Center
that serves our area.
As the school year
progresses there may be
additional service projects for NHS members

Scholar
Team News
Junior High (7th & 8th Graders)
and Varsity (9th- 12th Graders)
Scholar Teams will be forming
soon for future practice and
competition.
The JH Team will have matches on Thursdays in January
(with a Tournament date yet to be set). The Varsity Team
will have matches in March (2nd, 7th, 14th, 16th, 21st, 23rd,
and Tournament on the 25th).
Students interested in participating in Scholar Bowl this
year should see Mr. Piper or add their name to the signup
list in Mr. Piper’s classroom just inside the doorway.

Chess Club
If you like to play chess or you would like to learn to
play chess, come and participate in the school Chess
Club that meets in Mr. Piper’s classroom. For
meeting times please stop by the Science Classroom
and see Mr. Piper

Parents & Others:
Please Email Us Your Email Address
Help us stay in touch by sending you an electronic

version of our periodic SciClass Newsletter by
kindly supplying your email address.
Simply send us an email with “SciClass” in the
subject box and we will add you to our email list
for receiving our SciClass Newsletter.
It will save Mr. Piper the personal out-of-pocket
expense of postage and paper and help us
communicate to parents, grandparents, and others in
our community about both the in-class and
extracurricular activities in 8th-12th Science.

Send your email to:
RPiper@USR2.com
Thank you!

ACT Prep Seminar:
Tuesdays & Thursdays
Juniors will explore strategies for successful test
taking, with a focus on the ACT that students must
take as part of their college application process (and
are all required to take by Missouri statute in April
of their Junior year.)
Test taking tips and detailed reviews of ACT
Science, Mathematics, and English content
knowledge will be included. Opportunities will also
be provided students to take sample online and paper
versions of the ACT.

Special Saturday ACT Prep
October 15th, 9 am to 12 noon
December 3rd, 9 am to 12 noon

Three hour workshop on test taking strategies, study
tips, practice Math, English, and Science questions,
and take-home resources for practice tests.
Advanced registration and a $5 non-refundable fee
(for supplies) is required. See Ms. Hunolt to register.
Contact Mr. Piper for further details.

A Peak at 2016-2017 Course Offerings
Science 8

Biology

The students of 8th Grade Science
(Science 8 ) will explore Earth and
Space Science ranging from Earth
processes to the basics of our solar
system. This year we are starting
with the Solar System and working our way toward
Earth. Scale models of our Solar System, solar ovens,
and modeling eclipses are only a small part of what
we will be doing first quarter.

Biology is the study of life
and living organisms. The
course will involve the use of
observation and
experimentation, and focus on the study of ecology,
cells and living systems, reproduction, and natural
selection. At times Biology gets squishy, ishy, and
icky – but, then, that is LIFE! An opportunity for
dissection will be offered in early May.

The course will culminate with a review of science
topics from 6th and 7th grade prior to the MAP test in
late April, and then make volcanoes in May.

Earth & Space Science

Physical Science
Physical Science (9th grade)
will explore introductory
concepts in chemistry and
physics through a
combination of lecture,
videos demonstrations,
reading, , and most of all
hands-on learning activities.
Students will again be
involved in designing and utilizing a number of
STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Math)
projects. Coursework will incorporate the new
Missouri Learning Standards which incorporate most
of the Next Generation of Science Standards and put
a strong emphasis on “doing” science – something
that we have been a leader at here at Union Star.

Physics
Physics, (an elective) will
expand upon earlier topics
covered in Physical Science and
afford the students several
opportunities for hands-on, minds-on engagement in
“doing” science.
The new science standards put an emphasis on
student modeling (doing) scientific concepts. We
continue our tradition of “doing” science with the
engineering of such things as a Wind Tube, Wind
Tunnel, a new steerable hovercraft, electric circuitry
using not only wire but other substances, catapults’,
rockets, and more.

(Geology & Astronomy)
Earth & Space Science, (an elective) is
a study of the Earth (Geology 1st semester) and the
Universe (Astronomy 2nd semester).
Students will study rocks & minerals, Earth’s
resources, earthquakes and other natural “disasters,”
the Sun, planets and other objects in our solar system.
is the study of the Earth including rocks & minerals,
Earth’s resources, weathering, earthquakes, plate
tectonics, volcanoes, geologic time, and Earth’s
history. The course will also delve into meteorology
and an exploration of the atmosphere, weather, and
climate.

Current Events
An exploration and discussion of
world, national, state, and local
issues and events will be the focus
for the class. With the national and state elections on
the horizon students will look at issues and
candidates, as well as the electoral process.

Human Geography
Human Geography places the
emphasis on studying the
cultural, and other human
aspects, of people and places
throughout our world. Topics
and issues arising around the
world will be explored as well as cultural traditions,
and a look at what life in some countries really looks
like. An exploration of the world’s major religions
will give students a backdrop to some of the major
conflicts and issues around the world.

The New School Year Begins a Period of Implementation of the
New Missouri Learning Standards for Science

L

ast Spring, Missouri officially adopted new K-12
Science standards. They reflect research that has
been conducted into what essential knowledge and
abilities students should obtain, based on their age
level abilities.
The focus of the new standards moves beyond
knowledge to participating in the practices of science
and engineering. It is a 21st Century approach to not
just knowing science, but to doing science.
The following is an example of one of the standards
for Physical Science in High School.
9-12-PS3.3 Design, build, and refine a device
that works within given constraints to convert
one form of energy into another form of
energy. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is
on both qualitative and quantitative evaluations
of devices. Examples of devices could include
Rube Goldberg devices, wind turbines, solar
cells, solar ovens, and generators. Examples of
constraints could include use of renewable
energy forms and efficiency.]
Explanation of “9-12-PS3.3”
The “9-12” indicates the standard should be learned
within 9th thru 12th grade – the standard is not
specifically related to a course, but in our case, it
would be explored in our 9th grade Physical Science
(which is a required course).
The “PS” indicates it is a Physical Science standard.
There are four sections of standards: Physical
Science, Life Science (which will be explored in our
required Biology course), Earth and Space Science
(which will be explored in our elective Geology/
Astronomy course), and Engineering, Technology,
and Application of Science (which are explored in all
of our science courses).
The “3.3” indicates that it is the Energy section (first
3) and the third standard (the second 3).
The “Clarification Statement” is meant to give clarity as
to what type of performance expectation should be used
to meet this standard. Examples are provided to give
suggestions, but they are informative, not specific.

What We NOW Do At Union Star
In our Physical Science class the students learn about
the conversion of energy from one form of energy
into another. For example, we look at how wind can
be converted into electricity via wind turbines; how
solar energy can be converted into electricity or heat
with solar ovens or solar water heaters respectively.
The students then build models, and put them into
use. For example, solar ovens are build, with designs
chosen or created by the students (design and
engineering), and then used to cook an object. A
Rube Goldberg device, (a complicated device using
simple machines that does a very simple task), are
created with materials chosen by the student in a
design determined by the student.
The devices that the students create are tested and
evaluated with respect to several measurable factors
(quantitative) as well as more subjective (qualitative)
factors involving quality of the model.
Students are given time to not only design their
respective models/devices and to build them, but also
to make changes (refine) that they then test to see if
they have created a better model – which is part of
the engineering process as well as this standard.
Where We Are and Where We Are Going
We have been doing exactly this for the past several
years here at Union Star within many core content
items in Science. Thus the depth of the “doing” of
science part of the new standards is not new to us.
With fewer standards, we will be able to go into greater
depth in those areas of science that are most likely to be
important to our students in their future education,
careers, as citizens, and in their everyday lives.
We start this new school year with new science
textbooks, K-12, all suitably aligned to the new
Missouri Learning Standards and the acquiring of
science knowledge followed by the application of
that knowledge.
We have already laid a good foundation in our doing
the “doing” of science. Now, it will be the time to
build upon that foundation a rich 21st Century science
education for our students.

SciClass Activities Wish List
The SciClass Students utilize a number of items throughout the year as part of their hands-on
science activities within their class or for SciDiscovery activities with younger students. Your help
by saving and/or otherwise providing these items for us will be greatly appreciated.

Used
Exercise
Bike
(w/cast iron fly wheel or
rubber tire)
To build a pedal-powered
electric generator.

Used
Power
Vacuum
(10 to 12 amp)
Wind & other labs including
shrink-wrapped humans

Sports
Bottle Lid
(Pop-up Type Lids)
Dozens needed to make
hovercrafts.

CD/DVDs
(used/etc.)
A hundred or
more are used yearly for
wheels, light demos, etc.

Thank You!

Used
Circular
Floor Fan
(8” to 20” – High Velocity)
Used to make Wind Tubes and
Wind Tunnels

Used
Electric
Leaf Blowers
(Corded or Cordless Rechargeable)

Hovercraft and air current
projects

Other Used Items
SciClass Can Use:
 Bicycle Tire Hand Pump
 KFC Go Cups (makes
musical instruments)
 Dominoes (any number)
 Playing Cards (STEM)
 Toy Blocks (STEM)
 Sunglasses (any type)
 Electric Pencil Sharpener
 Light Meter
 Earth Globe
 Christmas Tree MiniLights (we use the bulbs)

Used
New Items
5 lb & 10 lb SciClass Needs:
Barbell
 Microwaveable Warm
Packs
Weights
Weight on various planets

Thread
Spools
Dozens needed for motion labs.

Used Big
Screen TV
(40 inches or )
Learning Kiosks, Media











Gel Cold Packs
Clear Packing Tape
Duct Tape
Plastic Cups (3, 5 or 9 oz)
Craft Sticks (any size)
Mousetraps (spring type)
Mini Hot Glue Sticks
Food Coloring (any/all)
Colored Pencils
Colored Markers



 Zip-Lock Bags (all sizes)
 AAA size Batteries

Union Star at 1:07 p.m. August 21, 2017

TOTAL
A Once In
A Lifetime
Event!

ECLIPSE

Union Star will be directly in the path of a TOTAL Eclipse of the Sun on August 21, 2017.
This is when the Moon will slowly cover up the Sun little by little until for just a brief time the
Moon COMPLETELY covers the sun – causing the Sun to be TOTALLY eclipsed. At Union
Star the Total Eclipse of the Sun will last about two minutes and eight seconds.
Partial eclipse will start at: 11:47:07 a.m.
Total Eclipse will start at: 1:07:03 p.m.

Eclipse-Fest: A School-Community Total Solar Eclipse Event Is Planned
Science teacher, Rich Piper, has already been at work for months preparing activities for our K12 students to learn & experience the Total Solar Eclipse. He’s also preparing activities for
folks in our community. Mark your calendar now for Eclipse-Fest – more details will be
coming soon. (Please mail RPiper@USR2.com for information.)
Path of the Total Solar Eclipse:

What Causes a Total Solar Eclipse:

Warning: Special viewing glasses are needed to look at the Sun. Students and staff at USR2 will be provided special
eclipse glasses with instruction on their use.

SciClass Newsletter
Rich Piper, Instructor
Union Star High School Science
6132 NW State Rt Z
Union Star, MO 64494

Many folks support the various science courses, extracurricular activities, and science outreach programs that
have become a standard at Union Star and a shining example to others in Missouri and beyond.
My deepest gratitude is extended to Ms. Hunolt for her help with fundraising and co-chaperoning the
SciDiscovery Science Exploration Trip this past summer to Nebraska. I also am very appreciative of the support
that the School Board, Superintendent Calloway, Principal Turpin, and so many students, parents, teachers &
staff, and members of the community have shown towards our regular science courses as well as our variety of
extracurricular learning activities for our students, and SciDiscovery (Science Club) whose science outreach
reaches over 700 children every year.
Sincerely,

Rich Piper

